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MESSAGE FROM ADDITIONAL CHIEF SECRETARY,
GOVT. OF PUNJAB
Thank you for the overwhelming response for our 1st issue of
newsletter “Go Colors with Punjab”. April was a very auspicious month
for Punjab this year. The joy of Vaisakhi was still in the air, and then the
most awaited birth anniversary of our Ninth Guru arrived. I feel myself
fortunate enough to witness the 400th Birth Anniversary of Sri Guru
Tegh Bahadur Ji. We had many celebration plans of massive grandeur,
but due to Covid regulations we could execute them in a limited
manner.
During the past few months, many celebrities, Travel Vloggers &
Influencers have visited Punjab with their cameras. We’re glad to see
travellers’ different vision to experience Punjab. Leading with spiritual
tourism, we are also offering many reasons to visit Punjab for Leisure,
Holiday, Business & many more. This issue of newsletter showcases the
other side of Punjab, which connects travellers with our roots, the
experience based holiday, the farm & rural flavour of Punjab. I welcome
you all to visit Punjab and experience new sides of this land which we
fondly call – THE COUNTRY SIDE.

Named after the eldest son of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji,
Sahibzada Ajit Singh Ji, SAS Nagar was declared as the 18th
district of Punjab on 14th April 2006. SAS Nagar, known to
most as Mohali is a planned city and a major commercial hub
neighbouring Chandigarh to the South-West. Along with
Panchkula (a district of Haryana), SAS Nagar stands as one of
the two satellite cities of The City Beautiful - Chandigarh. This
bustling urban area of the three cities is famously known as the
Chandigarh Tricity.

SAS NAGAR

Sahibzada Ajit Singh Nagar has great religious and historical
significance and is emerging as a major info-technology hub
of Northern India, with the presence of many major
multinational corporations in the area. Fateh Burj at
Chapparchiri, Gurudwara Amb Sahib, M.C. Zoological Park at
Chhatbir, Qila at Manauli are among the most visited tourist
sites of SAS Nagar. The city is home to many world class
sporting venues, including the renowned Punjab Cricket
Association Inderjit Singh Bindra Stadium and the
International Hockey Stadium.

HON'BLE CHIEF MINISTER PUNJAB JOINS PEOPLE IN
‘ARDAS’ FOR `SARBAT DA BHALA’ ON 400TH PRAKASH
PURB OF SRI GURU TEGH BAHADUR SAHIB JI
exhibition on Handicrafts, the Punjabi Literary Festival,
Drama (Hind-di-Chadar), Sports event, Multi- Media Light
and Sound Show and a Sufi Music Festival. However, the
second and deadly wave of Covid had forced change in plans
and these events are now being held in virtual format to avoid
large gatherings and ensure public safety. As and when the
situation improve during the year-long celebrations, grand
events will be held to commemorate the historic occasion, he
said.
To mark the occasion, a day-long Kirtan Darbar had been
organised, in which several prominent raagis including Bhai
Gurmeet Singh Shant, Bhai Manjit Singh Shant, Dr. Nivedita
Uppal, Bhai Gagandeep Singh Ganganagar Wale, Bhai
Sukhjinder Singh, Bhai Arvinder Singh Noor, Bhai Tar Balbir
Singh and Bhai Balwant Singh Namdhari were performing
live kirtan on various TV channels and digital platforms.

Amid the Covid curbs, Punjab Chief Minister Captain
Amarinder Singh on May 1st 2021 virtually joined the
people in offering ‘Ardas’ of ‘Charhdi Kala’ and ‘Sarbat Da
Bhala’, to mark the auspicious 400th Prakash Purb
celebrations of Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur Sahib ji. Praying
for the safety and well-being of all in these challenging
pandemic situation, Capt. Amarinder Singh exhorted the
people to follow Guru Ji’s universal message of love,
secularism, religious tolerance, freedom of faith and
peaceful co-existence.
Terming it an occasion to spread the message of Guru
Sahib’s supreme sacrifice for the sake of humanity and
religious freedom, the Chief Minister said the life and
philosophy of the 9th Guru remains a beacon of
inspiration for the world. Capt. Amarinder Singh further
said that he was extremely blessed to lead his government,
in its previous tenure, to celebrate the 400th anniversary
of the installation of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji at Sri
Harmandir Sahib in 2004, Amritsar, and in constructing
various memorials, including one dedicated to ‘40 Mukte’
(Liberated Ones) at Sri Muktsar Sahib, and several
commemorative gates at Fatehgarh Sahib. “We have also
been also fortunate to celebrate the 550th Prakash Purb of
Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji and 350th Prakash Purb of Sri
Guru Gobind Singh Ji during our present tenure,” he
added.

The Chief Minister further said that the State Government
had made elaborate arrangements to celebrate this mega
event with Nagar Kirtan from Guru Ka Mahal (Amritsar)
to Sri Anandpur Sahib, Sri Akhand Path & Kirtan Darbar
at Sri Anandpur Sahib, besides holding an exhibition on
the life and teachings of Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur Ji, an

On the occasion, the Chief
Minister released a coffee
table book-“Pargat Bhae Gur
Teg Bahadur”, brought out by
the Times of India group, and
a
commemorative
book
highlighting
the
events
related to life and philosophy
of Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur
Sahib
published
by
the
Information
and
Public
Relations Department.
Speaking on the occasion, the Tourism & Cultural Affairs
Minister Charanjit Singh Channi said that Sri Guru Tegh
Bahadur Sahib made the supreme sacrifice to protect the
religious rights of others to set an example for the world.
Punjab Pradesh Congress Committee (PPCC) President
Sunil Jakhar exhorted the people to follow the path of
righteousness in the true tradition of humanity, as
illustrated by Guru Sahib.

Hon'ble Chief Minister, Punjab Captain Amarinder Singh paying his
tribute on 400th Prakash Purb of Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur Sahib Ji

Swaying green and golden fields stretching as far as the eye can see
– farms have not just established Punjab as the country’s granary,
they have also transformed its undulating plains into a scenic,
picturesque countryside. The best way to experience a slice of
rustic life on a farm and the heart of rural Punjab is to drive out
from the main cities. Farm stays also make for a slow and
sustainable trips with minimal carbon footprint and maximum
benefit to the local community.
Farm stays have sprung up all across Punjab ranging from
luxurious old-world bungalows and private cottages to more
modestly priced ones, they all offer modern amenities which make
for a comfortable stay. In most cases, the farm owners themselves
are the hosts and are happy to engage with the visitors, share
anecdotes, and provide a first-hand insight into life in the
countryside. The winter months from November to March are the
best time to go on a farm stay. As the state offers a good network of
roads, they are easily accessible.
In the midst of sprawling fields, a range of activities takes you
through the typical life of a farmer: wake up to the chirping of
birds, ride or even drive a tractor, take a walk or cycle through the
fields, sit under the shade of a tree, pluck fruits, milk the cows and
buffaloes or experience to work in a field. Some farms are located
close to canals that cut through the state’s countryside where you
can go fishing and angling. You can explore nearby villages and
might get invited for a cup of tea with the locals. There’s no better
way to understand why Punjab’s farmers have earned a reputation
for being enterprising and hard-working.
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The food served at farm stays is home-cooked and
prepared fresh, very often with ingredients just sourced
from the fields. Meals will usually consist of
quintessential Punjabi dishes such as paranthas, sarson
ka saag (mustard greens) and makki ki roti (a flatbread
made from maize flour) during the winter season, fresh
milk and white butter and generous glasses of creamy
lassi. Some farm stay hosts evening barbecues and
bonfires in the middle of fields to the tune of Punjabi
folk songs or put on cultural programs with displays of
the traditional Punjabi dances, bhangra and giddha.
Punjab’s bountiful crops include wheat, mustard, cotton
and rice, but many farms also grow fruits such as
kinnows and plums.
While many people choose a farm stay for a weekend, a
longer halt helps to actually get into the rhythm of the
slow and tranquil pace of life in the countryside. Farm
stays are highly recommended for those travelling with
family, giving children an insight into a life that is close
to nature. The experience of staying on a farm in Punjab
is greatly enhanced by the warmth and hospitality of a
large-hearted people who have always opened their
doors to guests.

EXPERIENCES AT OUR FARMS
A Farm House experience in Punjab will bring you a
chance to experience authentic culture, colours and
flavours of Punjab in one place. Punjab Heritage &
Tourism Promotion Board (PHTPB), Govt. of Punjab
is working intensively to add more Farm Houses in
its Farm Tourism Scheme, where tourists can come
and experience the authentic culture of Punjab. As on
date, we have 44 Farm Houses registered with us as of
now from all across Punjab. Every Farm House is
different from the other. The detailed list of all the
Farm Houses in Punjab can be downloaded from our
Website (http://punjabtourism.punjab.gov.in).
From Bee Farming to Citrus Farms, Dairy Farms to
Agri Farms in Punjab you will get different
experiences with heartfelt hospitality being similar in
all the cases. While staying at Farms, guest can enjoy
number of activities. A refreshing dip in the
swimming pool to enjoy with friends/family while
basking in the sun or a beautiful ride on the tractor
from your Farmstay to the local rural village to
experience the life of Punjabi villagers. Nevertheless,
a visit to a Punjabi dairy farm to know more about
the rural dairy farming and even participate in
milking the cows.

Most Farm stays offers panoramic view of green and
yellow mustard fields till the horizon. These perfect
stays allows guests to reconnect with nature with all
luxurious amenities. Along with the guest room,
most Farm stays will generally include an attached
washroom, a living room, a kitchen, a big beautiful
lawn, a children's park, and a swimming pool for
guests. All rooms are well equipped with double
beds, cable TV, air conditioning, etc. making the stay
more comfortable. Farmstays in Punjab will give
travelers a perfect blend of comfortable stay at
luxurious farmstays with Punjab's country side
experience.

There are also many Eco-resorts as well in Punjab,
which provide a great experience to come & witness
the Authentic Culture of Punjab. Gaj Retreat, Citrus
County, Kikar Lodge, Firdaus, Punjabiyat etc.… are few
of them. One can experience some truly amazing
offbeat experiences at these stays. Enjoy off-roading in
an ATV or on a dirt bike. Go for a horse riding in
Jungle, going across the river for Jungle Barbeque
exclusively organised for you.

Our Farm Houses will not just provide you with
comfortable beds and attached bathrooms with other
facilities but will also prepare your mood for an early
morning walk at the fields or a camping experience to
start a bonfire right outside your living area at the farm
house. Evenings at our farm houses are best enjoyed
over uncountable cups of hot tea, assorted pakodas and
unending conversations on culture, life stories and what
not.

Punjab also leads with Spiritual Tourism, but that’s not
the only flavour what we have. Punjab is also about new
experiences. Experience, which cannot be understood
until felt personally. Punjab is about reconnecting with
your roots, experiencing the tranquillity of countryside
and farm life, and walking along the sprawling acres of
carefully nurtured crops. Gaze at the rural idylls as
shadows lengthen and a spectacular sunset follows and
when night falls, be mesmerized by the sky with its
millions of glittering stars. Truly, this is a magical
Punjab getaway with a twist of unpretentious luxury.
We look forward to see you soon on your Farm Trip to
Punjab. And we proudly call ourselves PUNJAB - INDIA
BEGINS HERE.

FEATURED FARM
STAYS ITINERARY
Punjab’s green golden fields and lush fruit orchards
provide a perfect setting for a tryst with rural life.
The farm stays of Punjab include tractor rides,
fresh home-cooked Punjabi food and bonfires.
Choose your favourite farm stay tour to enjoy a
splendid ambience, away from pollution and hectic
city life, with fresh air and rich food of Punjab.
From Chandigarh to Amritsar, Fazilka and Patiala,
Punjab has a number of Farm Stays to offer, which
will rejuvenate your soul and lift your spirits with
enthusiasm and passion.
Farm Retreat in Chandigarh (02 Nights / 03 Days)
Day 1
On arrival, choose a farm stay from the list of
featured properties in Mohali and Chandigarh.
Check-in at the Farm Stay. Visit a typical Punjabi
cattle shed, while sightseeing birds and animals like
pigeons, rabbits and poultry in their natural
habitat.
Explore
agricultural
practices
like
harvesting of wheat, paddy, jaggery making, etc.
You can also go for a walk in the nearby villages.
Enjoy your dinner at the Farm Stay.

Day 2
Have a healthy breakfast and proceed for a full
day excursion of Chappar Chiri, Anandpur
Sahib (Roopnagar) and Chandigarh. Visit Baba
Banda Singh Bahadur Memorial in Chappar
Chiri, Mohali then go to Anandpur Sahib to visit
Gurudwara Sri Keshgarh Sahib and Virasat-eKhalsa museum. Explore the famous places of
Chandigarh such as Rose Garden, Rock Garden,
Sukhna Lake, Art Gallery and Capitol Complex
before you head back to your Farm Stay.
Day 3
After collecting memories from the country side
of Punjab, Proceed to Chandigarh/Mohali
airport or railway station to head on with your
further journey.

FEW OF OUR FARMS
NEAR & IN SAS NAGAR
1. Casba Farm Retreat – SAS Nagar – 7 rooms
– 16 kms
2. Bharatgarh Fort – Rupnagar – 6 rooms –
62 kms
3. Deeproot Retreat – Rupnagar – 6 rooms –
32 kms
4. BaansBagh – SAS Nagar – 3 rooms – 18
kms
5. Mystic Meadows – SAS Nagar – 6 rooms –
23 kms
6. Westonel Farm House – SAS Nagar – 6
rooms – 17 kms
7. Mystic Meadows – Mulanpur – 3 rooms –
12 kms
8. Sidhu Farm Stay – SAS Nagar – 3 rooms –
12 kms
9. The Village – SAS Nagar – 6 rooms – 12
kms
10. Whistling Hills – SAS Nagar – 6 rooms – 16
kms
11. Prakriti Farm Stay – SBS Nagar – 5rooms –
47 kms
12. Tree House Farm Stay – SAS Nagar – 6
rooms – 27 kms
13. Kudrat Farm Stay – SAS Nagar – 5 rooms –
24 kms
14. Baag-e-Fursat – SAS Nagar – 7 rooms – 15
kms
15. Ground Zero Farm Stay – SAS Nagar – 5
rooms – 7 kms
16. Mejie Farm Stay – SAS Nagar – 7 rooms –
10 kms
17. Gul-e-Punjab – SAS Nagar – 7 rooms – 11
kms
18. Inderjit Farm Stay – SAS Nagar – 6 rooms
– 7 kms
19. SukhAmrit Farm Stay – Rupnagar – 7
rooms – 17 kms
20. Barota Farm – Rupnagar - 5 rooms - 72 kms
21. Anand at The Satluj Farm Stay Ananadpur Sahib - 5 rooms - 84 kms

40 FT. KHANDA
AT SRI
CHAMKAUR
SAHIB
Punjab Tourism has recently
installed a 40 Ft. Khanda at
upcoming theme park in
Chamkaur
Sahib.
The
Khanda
project
was
completed in just 4 months’
time. This 40 Ft Khanda with
width of 25 Ft. is made up of
7000 Kgs of Stainless Steel. It
will be open for public in few
weeks.

FOOD STREET AT TOWN HALL,
AMRITSAR
The conservation of Town Hall, Amritsar
is almost on the verge of completion and
it has been leased out on PPP Model to a
private player for its Adaptive Re-use as a
Food Street where travellers can come &
cherish the authentic cuisines from
Punjab.

Post doing the conversation
of Gol Kothi, Kapurthala
Punjab Tourism is now
going to lease it out on PPP
Model for its utilisation as a
Heritage Restaurant. It will
be open for tourists soon.

RAN BAAS, PATIALA, PUNJAB

After the successful project of Neemrana Hotels in Patiala, Punjab
Tourism is all set to come up with another property RAN BAAS at Qila
Mubarak, Patiala which will be Heritage Property with 5 Star facilities
where tourists can come and experience a lavish stay in Maharaja Style.

UPCOMING ADVENTURE TOURISM IN PUNJAB

Punjab Tourism is currently working on developing a new Adventure Tourism
Policy, which will provide a great platform to many private players to come & start
their Adventure Sports Operation in Punjab. Soon, all the daredevil travelers with
Adrenaline Rush can experience adventure sports like Fly Boarding, Paragliding,
Para motoring, Flying Fox, Bungee Jumping and many more in Punjab.

RANGLA PUNJAB
Rangla Punjab is an initiative taken
by Punjab Tourism to promote the
unique and hidden talent of
Punjab. This unique application
and website give a wonderful
platform to the people from
around the world to come and
showcase their talent in the
verticals of Singing, Dancing and
other forms of performing arts.
People can upload their videos
showcasing the best of their talent
on the web channel.

India
Tourism
Delhi,
Ministry of Tourism, Govt.
of India (MOT, GOI) and
Punjab
Heritage
and
Tourism Promotion Board
(PHTPB), Govt. of Punjab
have hosted a Photography
Exhibition on India @ 75
under the theme of “Azadi
ka Amrit Mahotsav” on 13th
April 2021 at Partition
Museum
(Town
Hall),
Amritsar, Punjab.

SANGRUR KOTHI, SANGRUR

The conservation of Sangrur Kothi, Sangrur is almost
complete. The process to lease it out is currently under process
by Punjab Tourism. Soon, it will come out as a heritage hotel
cum restaurant on PPP Model and will be opened for tourists.

a celebrity Travel
Influencer & Content Creator, also the
founder of Talkin Travel, where she
creates visual content across different
destinations, shows around various
offbeat properties and takes you across
some must-do experiences.
On her Instagram and YouTube
Channel, she posts regularly from her
travel diaries with photo & video stories
that gives her fans & followers the same
experience from the comfort of their
homes. Watching her videos takes the
audiences on a virtual travel with her,
and helps you to plan & decide your
next holiday destination. Come let’s
know about her recent experience on
the land of 5 rivers – PUNJAB.
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Punjab had been on my 'to visit' list ever since I
travelled for the first time, back years ago when I
was in college. We visited the state as part of our
college trip and hence there were a number of
limitations to how much land we covered and how
many days we got to actually explore it well enough.
However, when I started Talkin Travel, my travel
content platform and began creating long format
vlogs for YouTube, I always had visiting Punjab
topping my list of places to cover in India. And this
is purely because I felt I hadn't got the chance to
explore it as well as I'd really want to, in my own
pace and depth, the first time round. Finally, I sat
down one day, did a lot of ground research on the
kind of content I wanted to squeeze out from my
trip here and how many episodes I'd do. I narrowed
down to visiting Amritsar and this was solely
because Amritsar is so so rich in heritage, history
and culture.

My criteria was
simple
find
some extremely
local yet hearty
and lesser known
spots as opposed
to very popular
ones
especially
when it came to
food.
Also,
I
wanted to visit
restaurants
that
are iconic not just
for their food, but
also have stood
strong
through
wars, calamities,
eras
and
generations.
I
wanted
stories.
Unheard stories
of
warriors,
fighters,
and
unsung heroes.

After a lot of research, I landed upon 7 such eateries like
- Beera chicken, Gian di lassi, Babay di hatti, kesar da
dhaba and more...you can find the entire episode on my
Youtube channel (Episode 2 from Amritsar)

I feel to truly experience Punjabiyat, one must visit
Amritsar for sure! Every single little crammed bylane here holds in itself a number of unheard preindependence stories, flavour rich food and
beautiful culture and warmth. And I say this not in a
promotional manner but truly because I haven't
experienced hospitality and warmth from locals
anywhere I've travelled, the way I have in Amritsar.
The people are so helpful and welcoming and
there's just so much to bring back home.
I decided to create 3 episodes for my Amritsar
YouTube series, because I felt food, things to do and
some offbeat experiences were the best way to
divide such flourishing content. Couldn't definitely
be squeezed into one! I roamed so many streets and
by lanes on foot to experience some places that one
won't find on Google maps or popular 'must-visit'
lists.

There are still a lot of people in India itself, who have
been living under a rock, and some who didn't have the
privilege to visit the beautiful city during these harsh
times. For them, I wanted to create an episode on some
things to do and places to visit that will prove as a guide
for whenever they'd visit Amritsar, or to visit with me
virtually. Ofcourse, the grand Harmandir Sahib was an
integral part of this story-line and the feeling of being
here was truly unmatched! I was left with tears every
time I visited the Golden Temple, simply because of the
sheer joy of being at such a holy place, it felt so pure.
But the experience that topped the list for me during
this shoot and visit was getting to do seva at the Golden
Temple. I visited the Golden temple twice daily during
my 4-day stay in Amritsar, but on day 3, when I finally
got to do seva, the experience is something I can't
describe. Just leaving the place with a happy heart and
mind is so fulfilling! I got to understand the true
meaning of seva and selflessness by just watching and
experiencing the entire process.

And of course all of this wouldn't have been possible
without the amazing heritage farmhouse I got to stay
at - Ranjit Vilas! These guys helped me get around
everywhere that I had listed down in my itinerary and
also the proximity was perfect for me to be able to
visit the Golden temple every single time my heart
wished.

Also, I got to indulge myself in some very local
experiences like getting to ride a tractor (Haha),
farming local sabzi and also visited a local village
home. I highly recommended everyone to come and
experience this Country Side of Punjab.

LET'S CONNECT

Tourismboardpunjab
Punjabtourismofficial
The PunjabTourism
PunjabTourisms

Punjab Heritage & Tourism Promotion Board
(Govt. of Punjab)
Plot No. 3, Sector - 38-A, Chandigarh, India
Ph - 0172 - 5042953, 2694889
E-mail - info.phtpb@gmail.com
phtpb.harsh@gmail.com
https://punjabtourism.punjab.gov.in

